18	GUIDK  TO  CALCUTTA.
We'next find a tablet which marks the spot near to
which the West Curtain of the Fort met the " LongJRow."
Within the Customs House compound the pilgrim will find
a tablet and a brass line laid down to define the situation
and thickness of the factory—" the .principal building in
the centre of the Old Fort William."
Leaving the Customs House compound, we next* fare
to the Bast Indian Railway House, and on its N.-E, wall
we find a tablet which informs us :—
The brass line in the stone,
on the adjacent ground,
marks
the position and extent
of part of
the North-East Bastiou
of Old Fort William.
Faiilie Place, down which we turn, represents the north
side of the Fort. It must be remembered that the*
river has retreated leaving, between the site of the
Old Fort and the river bank, a broad space of re-
claimed land. So the tablet, which commemorates the site
of the North-Western Bastion, brings us close to where must
once have been the river bank. We have only to go a few
more steps and enter the quadrangle of the B. I? Railway
Office to find a last tablet which tells us :—
The brass lines
in the stone, on the adjacent ground,
mark the position and extent of the
northern portion of the West Curtain
of Old Fort William.
This tablet marks the position of the
North Eiver Gate through which Suraj-ud-dauJa entered
the Fort on
the evening of the 20th Jnne 175ft.
Behind this gate stood the great Bag-staff
of the Fort.
r
The thoroughness, with which the difficult task of recover-
ing and marking out the site of the Old Fort, is something
foi which we have to be grateful to more than one
generation of Calcutta antiquarians. First in order of
*nae comes Jfe. Bot&eU Bayneof the B. L Railway,
and thfca the late Di; Wilson who for years devoted to
the subject a close and patient study. To Mr. Bnateed's

